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Child soldiers have been used in almost every war in history. Despite the lack of 
acknowledgement and the denial from government officials in most countries, child soldiers 
have fought alongside their adult counterparts for decades. In more recent wars, children have 
even been caught on film as suicide bombers, typically sent by their parents to confuse and kill. 
The analysis of Girl At War by Sara Nović provides an inside look at the lives of child soldiers 
during the Bosnian Wars in particular. The novel also reveals how impactful historical fiction 
novels can be and how much they actually teach people. Ana’s story as the main character may 
be fictional, but she was created based on the true stories of surviving child soldiers currently 
living in Croatia. I compare and contrast this novel to the retellings and memories of child 
soldiers to shed light on the issue, show what people are trying to do to stop the recruitment of 
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The Process Analysis Statement: 
 
 When I first heard about the theme and requirements for my senior thesis project, there 
were many ideas that went through my head about mapping and place, but because I am very 
much a small-town girl who is very family oriented, I was really interested in home and what 
that word means to different people. Some say, “Home is where the heart is,” while others 
believe home is the house where you grew up in, so I wanted to do research about the many ways 
people define home and if there is a way to create a firm definition of what home is as a concept. 
As we read different novels throughout the semester, I tried to find one that discussed the ideas 
of home, but it wasn’t until we read the historical fiction novel Girl At War by Sara Nović that I 
found the connections I was looking for. In the novel, the main character, Ana, struggles with 
leaving her home in Croatia and finding her home in the United States. Near the middle of the 
novel, Ana buys a plane ticket as an adult and returns to Croatia, but she finds herself culturally 
shocked because a lot of what she remembers from being a child has changed.         
 At this point I thought I had a topic for my project, so I started my research by trying to 
find similar stories to Ana’s that spoke to how much time someone has to be away from a certain 
culture in order to get culture shock upon their return, and also about how hard it can be to return 
to a city you have left. Instead of finding what I was hoping for, I continually found associations 
between displacement and child soldiers during wars like the Bosnian Wars, which the novel is 
centered around. Within this research, I also found information about how many of the child 
soldiers who were rescued from fighting in the Bosnian Wars often never made it back to 
Croatia, either for legal reasons or financial reasons.  
With the new information I had, I began looking back through Girl At War, and I found 
that Ana’s story was both similar and different to the histories and memories I found from child 
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survivors who were brave enough to discuss their experiences. So, even though I originally 
wanted to talk about home, I decided to adapt my topic and talk about child soldiers as a whole: 
how they got involved in war, what war conditions were like, what countries took in refugees 
during the war, how stories were different or similar to Ana’s.  
After I had my narrowed topic, I started thinking about the way I wanted to present my 
information. I very easily could have used my research to write a paper, but I really wanted to 
show my creativity. So, because I was introduced to online story maps in the class, I decided to 
use the cascade method which allowed me to have more control over where information was 
placed, as well as the order of the content. I also wanted to use the cascade method because I 
thought it was very symbolic of the life of a child soldier. For some, the fighting came right to 
their front doors, so they joined to defend their families since their fathers were off fighting 
themselves. They went from children to soldiers in a matter of minutes, and with the cascade 
story map, a reader can fluidly scroll through and be reading a new topic in a matter of seconds. I 
also thought of the text as the roadblocks and the bumps in a child soldier’s life. Anyone can just 
drag the scroll bar from the top to the bottom, but the text slow people down and sometimes stop 
them in their tracks just like major turning points would in real life.  
For my project, I also really wanted to try to combine both my knowledge as an English 
major and my knowledge as a journalism major. I wanted to emphasize the true retellings of 
child soldiers, so when I found multiple interviews from news organizations in my research, I 
was really excited. But I really struggled with deciding how I wanted to present the stories. To 
me, they were the most interesting aspect of my project, but I didn’t know if they would confuse 
someone who knew nothing about the topic if they were at the very top. I found myself finishing 
the rest of the story map before I added any of the personal accounts. When I thought I was 
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mostly done, I sat down and read through everything together and made edits and changes when 
I didn’t think something fit where I put it. When I was finished, I decided to incorporate the 
personal stories in my project in two ways. First, I went through the research I had and pulled 
some of the most astonishing quotes from child soldiers. I put the quotes with the person’s name 
and age when they got involved in the war right under the title slide of my presentation. I also 
included names and ages of all the children I could find who were involved and listed them even 
if they didn’t have a quote. I decided to put these at the forefront because my whole project is 
about impact and uncovering hidden topics. I felt most people would hope these stories were 
fictional, and this would interest people into reading further, as well as make them say, “Wow.” 
In the past, I have had many English teachers tell me that the first and the last writing in a 
portfolio are the most important, so that was something I really tried to be cognizant about in my 
project. So, the second way I incorporated real stories is through a video in the middle of the 
presentation and with the quote at the end of the presentation. I created book ends with the 
stories because I wanted them to be the first and the last words people read.  
Writing this thesis really tested my research skills because it was hard to find academic 
sources and experts that talked about how much people learn from historical fiction. I don’t think 
there have been any academic surveys done to determine if historical fiction is effective, but I 
was able to find ways that historical fiction can be impactful. The project also tested my 
organizational skills. I think by the end of the project I had more than five Word documents 
saved on my desktop with notes and thoughts I wanted to talk about. Since I made a creative 
story map, I was able to break my topic into sections, which really helped because I was able to 
look through my information and highlight each piece as I used to and went through the project. 
Using this method helped me know when I needed to go back to do more research; if I was 
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working on a section, and I found myself asking a question I couldn’t find the answer to, I knew 
I had to do more to find the answer I was looking for. I was able to fill in the gaps I had and 
round out my thesis project.  
The hardest part of this project was coming up with a title. I wanted something unique 
just like my project was, but nothing I came up with seemed to fit. My first idea was Returning 
to Rubble because I was playing with the idea that for most of the child soldiers who were able 
to return to their past homes, they only returned to rubble, but my project was more than just the 
adventure to get back home. I eventually decided on An Extended Game of War because it was 
common for children to play war and ignore the real war going on around them. This is still true 
today; kids pretend to shoot each other and die. The same games happened in Girl At War as 
well. So, as I was thinking about the concepts in my thesis, I thought an extended game of war 
was fitting because these child soldiers were often involved in the fighting for longer than they 
wanted to be, and they didn’t have a chance to leave like they would have in a childish game. I 
think the title signifies the childlike outlook of war and also emphasizes how real war is.  
 My goal for the future is to work as an editor for a publishing company because I have a 
lot of passion for helping people voice their thoughts and opinions. With the completion of this 
paper, I hope to both inform people about a topic most government officials try to hide, but also 
show that I am qualified to help people write their novels, memoirs or short stories because I 
have taken the time to get to know different genres of writing like historical fiction. I hope to use 
the ideas in this paper to help make suggestions to my future clients about ways to incorporate 
research into historical fiction novels and offer ideas about how to make a statement by writing 
from different perspectives or making the main character’s story more similar or different to real 
people. This research is important because it shows people learn about lesser-known problems 
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and ideas through reading, so it will be my job in the future to help the writer draft a story that is 
as accurate as humanly possible. Hopefully, by understanding their impact on society, writers 
will continue to write historical fiction novels about important historical events, and in turn, 
readers will continue to absorb the information they read. There are so many novels in existence 
like Girl At War, so it is up to society to continue using them for the basis of conversation. One 
day, maybe there will be more efficient ways to make history simpler, but for now, historical 
fiction novels are the most effective because they provide the whole story and keep readers’ 
attention.  
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